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ABSTRACT
In thi3 study, analytical expressions for 
the anisotropic rigidities ox" reinforced, concrete 
orthogonally rib stiffened, slab, structures- are 
presented. These expressions are valid for botlx tire 
precracking and post-cracking stages of concrete and 
are, therefore, applicable to reinforced as well as 
prestressed concrete structures. The existing exper­
imental method for determining the rigidity constants 
of orthogonally stiffened plates is modified tro properly 
account for the coupling rigidities of the slab struc­
ture. The method, utilizes the fact that pure bending 
and twisting moments: can be expressed in terms of the 
curvature, and twist of the surface, respectively. 
Flexural and twisting tests on several reinforced con­
crete orthogonally rib stiffened structures were con­
ducted. The experimental results verify and substant­
iate the* analytical expressions for both the precrack­
ing and post-cracking rigidities of the structure and 
are also compared with the existing theories.
Theoretical, expressions are also given to 
calculate the elastic rigidity constants of non- 
orthogonally rib stiffened reinforced concrete slab, 
structures. These formulae are also valid for the 
elastic flexural and torsional rigidities of orthog-
Iv
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onally rib stiffened slabs. An experimental procedure 
bas also been devised whereby the elastic rigidities 
of non-orthogonally; stiffened slabs can be determined 
by applying pare bending and twisting moments to the 
test specimens. The experimental procedure and the 
necessary precautions that must be taken to help insure 
accurate results are discussed. The use of realistic 
estimates, for the anisotropic rigidity constants of 
rib stiffened reinforced concrete slab structures will, 
lead to better design as well as economy.
v
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Thin plates stiffened by a system of orthogonal 
or non-orthogonal ribs have found wide application 
for aircraft, bridge, building and ship bottom structures 
as well as ini many other branches of contemporary 
structural engineering. These stiffened elements, 
representing a relatively small part of the total weight 
of the structure, substantially influence its strength, 
stiffness and stability leading to economy and other 
advantages. Studies of orthogonally and non-orthogonally 
stiffened slabs have been of particular interest and 
practical importance in. bridge structures constructed 
for reasons of economy and structural efficiency.
It becomes essential to use realistic estimates of 
the rigidity constants of the structure in order to 
predict accurately the behaviour of such construction 
to an applied load.
1„2 Obneat
The object of this investigation is to develop 
theoretical expressions for determining flexural and 
torsional rigidities of orthogonally and non-orthogon- 
ally rib stiffened reinforced concrete slab structures* 
Since concrete is a non-homo gene ous material, it is
l
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2necessary to verify the expressions developed hy 
conducting experimental studies,. Thus, the overall 
objectives of this study are:
a) To develop simple and rational expressions 
tc predict flexual and torsional rigidities 
of anisotropic, concrete slabs,
b.) To develop mathematical expressions to calcu­
late the anisotropic rigidities of. reinforced 
concrete rib-stiffened, slabs by means of 
laboratory tests,
c) To substantiate and verify the analytical
expressions by experimental results from the 
tests on orthogonally rib stiffened slabs only, 
since the analytical expressions for non- 
orthogonally rib stiffened slabs are also 
applicable for orthogonally rib-stiffened 
slabs.
1.3 Scone
Simple expressions are proposed for the 
precracking and postcracking rigidities of orthogonally 
rib-stiffened reinforced concrete slabs. The analysis 
is verified by experimental results from bending and 
twisting tests on. reinforced concrete waffle-slab 
elements. Analytical expressions and experimental 
procedure are also developed for the determination
of the rigidity constants of nonr-orthogonally rib- 
stiffened reinforced concrete slab structures.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
3CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL REVIEW
Historically, the development of stiffened 
structural elements is ons of slow growth. In the 
early stages of development, man probably learned of 
the existence of such forms from nature. Sea shells, 
trees, leaves, vegetables - all of these are, in fact, 
stiffened structures. The wide use of stiffened struc­
tural form, in engineering began in the nineteenth 
century, mainly with the application o£ steel plates 
£or hulls of ships and with the development o£ steel 
bridges and aircraft structures.
The study o£ elastic constants of. plates by 
bending and twisting testa began in. 1927 when Bergatrasser 
(4) used a procedure suggested by Nadai for experimentally 
applying pure bending and twisting moments on a plate of 
constant thickness. For applying the bending moments, 
he used a rectangular plate- supporting it- at three 
points and loading it at three other points.. A square 
plate, was used for applying a twisting moment that was 
supported, on. two diagonally opposite corners and loaded 
on. the other two corners. BSergstrasser assumed, that 
the shape of the deflected, surface for an isotropic 
plate due to a pure bending moment (Mx) could be 
expressed as
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
w = 6Mx/E1i3(x 2 -)ty2) (1.2.1)
where, x and. y are the rectangular co-ordinates.
Thielemann (34) and HearmPm and Adams (14) used 
essentially the same procedure. The principal difference 
between these various investigators is in the manner 
in which they measured the displacements caused by 
the applied bending and twisting moments or in the 
equations used to determine the elastic constants. 
Bergstrasser (4) and Hearmon and Adams. (14) measured 
their displacements by placing a measuring device on 
the deflected plate and thus calculated relative dis­
placements. Thielemann (34) and Rearmon and Adams (14) 
assumed that, the deflected shape for a "specially 
orthotropic" plate (principal axes; parallel to the 
sides of the plate) had the form
w = dEjj/h3 (Slx x2 + S12 y ) (1.2.2)
where S-^ and S12 are the elastic constants which
cam be expressed as l/Ex and - M^y/E^ , respectively.
3?or the case of a homogeneous isotropic plate, Ex ^ E
and M .. Roth equations (1.2.1) and (1.2.2)xy
described a hyperbolio-paraboloid surfhce,
Witt, Hoppmanm and Buxbaum (38) have given, the 
theoretical basis and an. experimental method for 
determining the anisotropic elastic constants of 
a material by measuring, deflections of the thin
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
5plate of. the material subjected, to couples on. its 
boundary. They measured the displacements relative 
to a fixed plane and described the shape of. the- de­
flected surface of the plate by
w = SM^/hP (S±i2C2 + S ^ y 2) + Ax + By + C (1.2.3)
where and S^ .. are the. elastic constants. She 
constants A,B and C were determined from the boundary 
conditions in. which w = 0 at the three support points.
In 1956, Huffington (18) investigated theoretically 
and experimentally the method for the determination 
of rigidities for metallic rib-reinforced deck structures. 
It was applied to the case of. equally spaced stiffeners, 
of rectangular cross-section, and symmetrically placed 
with respect to its middle, plane.
Beckett et al (3) presented a curvature, method 
for the experimental determination of elastic constants 
of. orthogonally stiffened plates. Ihe method utilized 
the; fact that pure bending and twisting moments can 
ha expressed in: terms of the curvature and twist of a 
surface, respectively.
In 1968, Jackson (20) proposed a method to. 
estimate the torsional rigidities of concrete bridge 
decks using membrane analogy and accounting for the 
junction effect, The.- effect of the continuity of the 
slab: on the flange plate was not accounted for. CJardenas
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
6et al (5) investigated: the in-plane and. flexural 
stiffnesses; of isotropically and. nom-i so tropically 
reinforced, concrete: plates. Results indicated that the 
stiffness of' such, plates was related quantitatively 
to the. relative orientatiom of the reinforcement 
with respect to the applied forces, the combinations 
of the applied forces and the amounts of the reinforce­
ment : . ± t l  the two orthogonal directions. Kennedy and 
Gupta (22) used the elastic constants of the equivalent 
structure which- closely resembled the twisting and 
bending behaviour of an orthogonally stiffened plate 
structure to analyse the original structure by means 
of the orthotropic plate theory.
Gusens et al (19) presented an elastic analysis 
for plates reinforced with an.orthogonal system of 
rectangular ribs, which enables the determination! of 
rigidities of the structure in flexure and torsion.
The analysis did not account for the stiffening effect 
of the orthogonal ribs oni the torsional rigidity of 
the. flange plate; also the method is not applicable 
for reinforced concrete bridge decks where some crack­
ing is expected or for structures with relatively 
thick flange plates. Little information. is available 
as to how these rigidities might be assessed for the 
cracked sections of a concrete structure. Desayi 
and Kulkami (10) suggested the empirical reduction
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
7factora for the flexural rigidities of reinforced 
concrete slabs up to the yield load.
In 1972, tbe Concrete. Reinforcing Steel Institute 
(8) recommended tbat tbe average gross moment- of 
inertia be used for two way joist and waffle slabs. 
Lampert (26) derived theoretical expressions for tbe 
post-cracking stiffness of rectangular reinforced 
concrete beams in torsion: and bending using a space 
truss model.. lofriet and McNeice (19) used empirical 
bilinear moment curvature relationships- -to incorporate 
the influence of cracking in tbe finite element analysis 
of slab structures. Recently,, Clark and White (6) 
carried out testa to determine tbe torsional stiffness 
of' flexurally cracked slab elements.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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CHAPTER IIX 
THEORETICAL FORMULATION
3.1 General Concent
In this. chapter, the analytical method, to 
obtain, flexural and torsional rigidities of orthogonally 
and non-orthogonally stiffened plates is developed,.
If a homogeneous material has three mutually perpen­
dicular planes of symmetry with. respect to its elastic 
propertias., it is. called orthotropic, i.e. materials
which are orthogonally anisotropic, for instance,
.
two-way reinforced, concrete slabs are intrinsically 
anisotropic. Other materials with natural anisotropy 
are plywood, fiber-reinforced plastics and. wood. In 
certain cases, structural anisotropy is introduced by 
means of corrugations or ribs such as decks of steel 
bridges, corrugated plates, composite beam grid frame­
works, concrete slabs reinforced with closely spaced 
ribs, etc. These structures can be analyzed using 
orthotropic plate theory which assumes that the ortho- 
tropy of the structure may be replaced by the orthotropy 
of the constituent material. Although the actual struc­
tural behaviour of a stiffened plate cannot be entirely 
replaced by that of an equivalent orthotropic plate, 
previous theoretical and experimental investigations 
indicate good agreement (12).
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
y3.2 Agaumptiona
Ini dealing herein with, orthotropic concrete 
atructurea, it ia aaaumed that orthotropy ia a reault 
of geometry and not of material. Except for the aaaump- 
tiona made with, reapeat. to the rib-atiffened conatruction, - 
the aaaumptiona for orthotropic platea are baaed on. the 
aame aaaumptiona uaed in the analyaia of iaotropic platea, 
and they are outlined, below.
a) The material of the plate ia considered to be
c.ontinuou3 and homogene oua, by tranaforming 
the ateel area into an equivalent area of 
concrete.
b) The plate thickneaa ia uniform and araall compared 
with other dimenaiona of. the plate. Thua, the 
ahearing stre3sea and atreaaea normal to the pla- 
ne of aymmetry are amall and can be neglected.
c) The deflectiona of the loaded plate are amall
in compariaon to Ita thickneaa, ao that membrane 
atreaaea in the plate can be neglected,
d) The material of the plate ia elaatic, i.e. the
atreaa-atrain relationahip ia governed, by 
Hooked Law.
e) Straight linea normal to the middle aurface of
the plate remain atraight, and normal to the middle 
aurface of the plate after loading.
f) The ratio of atiffener apacing to plate boundary 
dimenaiona ia amall enough for the real atructure.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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to be replaced by an idealized one with 
continuous properties,
g), Flexural and torsional rigidities do not
depend on tbe boundary conditions of tbe plate
or on tbe. distribution of tbe vertical load,
b)' Tbe neutral plane in eacb of tbe two orthogonal 
directions, coincides witb: tbe centre of gravity 
of tbe total section in tbe corresponding 
direction.
i) Tbe area of tbe flange plate is magnified by
tbe factor l/(l-ju2) to allow for tbe effect of
Poisson’s ratio, m .
3.3 Governing Differential Equation
Adopting tbe assumptions explained in 3.2, tbe 
following expressions are obtained for tbe bending and 
torsional moments.
a (DxWfxx. + DlW,yy^
My = - (DyW.yy + D2Wtxx>
=  D xy'l,,X 3r
(3.3.1)
wbere,
D .D = flexural rigidities of tbe plate x ’ y ,
per unit widtb in x and y directions,
respectively;
= coupling rigidities of tbe plate
per unit widtb due to Poisson*s ratio;
D D s torsional rigidities of tbe plate. 
xy» yx
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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{Die equation of equilibrium of the moments, 
after neglecting the shearing forces anting on the. 
element, i3 given by
^xl’x x. + ^Scy’xy + ^y'yy = ~ (3.3.2)
By substituting expressions. (3.3.1) in the moment 
Eq« (3.3.2), a fourth order differential equation, govern­
ing the deflection of the orthotropic plate is obtained 
in rectangular co-ordinates:
DxW *xxxx. + 2KW,xxyy + ^y^’yyyy = (3.3.3}
where,
2H = + D2 + D + which is the effective
torsional rigidity of the orthotropic plate.
3.4 Rigidities of orthogonally rib-stiffened Uncracked 
Sections
3-4.1 Flexural Rigidities
Figure 3.1 shows a typical section of a rib-
stiffened slab. Based on the assumptions made earlier,
the orthotropic flexural rigidities, D and D , as well
<y
as the coupling rigidities and. Dg due to Poisson’s 
effect, of amuncracked concrete section. (Figure 3.1) 
cam be expressed as
Dx = B + [ - h/2)2/(l - M 2)] + EI^/S^
B = B: + [ Eh(ey - h/2)V(l - »  Z)] +
= * Exl
D2 = 11 Dy ((3.4.1.1)
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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D = flexural rigidity of tlie flange- plate with.
3 2
respect to its middle- plane.,. Eh/l2 (1 -m ) ,
R = modulus of elasticity of concrete
= 57000 ( t ' a ^
£* = 28: day concrete cylinder strength, im psiC.’
h = thickness of the flange plate 
fi = Poisson's ratio of concrete 
= (f^)V350 ( 23)
S„(Sy) = spacing of the longitudinal (transverse) ribsA.
ev (e.r) = depth, of neutral plane from the top fibre
x y
for bending im the x -  (y -) direction, i.e., 
ex = + A / 2  ^+ (n “ l)As(h + dx - d')
+ Sxh2/ 2(1 - w 2)}/ j + (n -  l)hs
+ Sxh / a  - m 2)}
= { *>ydy(k + dy/2  ^ + (n “ l)A'g(h + dy - d"),
+ Syh2/ 2(1 - y 2)f/{bydy + (n - l)Ag 
+ Syby'Cl - M 2)] (3.4.1.2)
I* (l*)= moment of inertia of longitudinal (transverse) x  y
ribo with respect to; the assumed neutral axis, 
i.e.,
^  = v y  + V 2) - exi2 + - i)as \
{(h + dx - d') - e.x (2 + V ^ / 1 2  (3.4.1.3)
X y  = +  dy/2  ^" ey /2 + (rl ~ d >As
|( h  +  d y  -  d'") -  e y l 2 +  V y 7 1 2
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in which,
n = modular- ratio = E /E„s c
"b^hy) = width of. longitudinal (transverse) rib;
^(dy): = depth of the longitudinal (transverse) rib; 
d*(d") = concrete cover to the centre of the longitudinal
(transverse) reinforcements;
Ag(As) = area of tension steel in the longitudinal
(transverse) rib;
D (B.) =s flexural rigidity of the flange plate with xl yy
respect to the neutral plane, of the gross 
cross section associated with bending in the 
- (y-) direation.
3.4.2 Torsional Rigidity
The twisting rigidity of an uncracked section of 
an orthogonally rib-stiffened concrete slab is estimated 
by using the. membrane analogy method as proposed by 
Timoshenko and Goodier (35). Ike stiffening effecrfc 
afforded by the rib stiffeners (beam stems)' in the orthog­
onal direction to the one under consideration, is taken 
into account. Referring to the- tee-section shown in Pigs.
3.2. (a) and 3,.2 (b) and considering the geometry of the 
deflected membrane, the torsional, constants for the rec>-
added to yield the torsional constant of the cross-section. 
Thus, for a section normal to y— axrs (Pigs. 3..1 and 3.2(b)),
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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jy - Ji + Jg + J-3 (3.4.2.1J
where,
J^, J2 and J-, are the- contributions of areas(T) , 
(D. and ( 3)  respectively, defined as 
J, = 1/2 L S  li.3
Um
J2 - EilV y  f0E V  V
J2 = W j  £ o r * y » ay
, 2
J3 = 4*^ (n - 1) (A^)/t
(3.4.2.2)
in which, is the constant for rectangular sections 
in torsion (35)>.. The contribution reinforcing
steel is calculated, by transforming tbe area of steel into 
equivalent area of concrete. Tbe contribution. «T^ , being 
relatively small, can be ignored in. a practical, design.
-Por tbe calculation of a reduction factor of l/2 is 
used wbich accounts for tbe continuity of tbe slab, this 
being distinct from tbe top flange of an isolated tee— 
section. Because tbe slabs considered herein, are stiffened 
by ribs in two orthogonal directions, tbe torsional con­
tribution of tbe slab in one direction, (see batched 
area in Pig. 3^1) is augmented, by tbe stiffening rib in
the orthogonal direction in. tbe following manner:
Considering tbe section normal to the x- axis 
(Pigs,. 3.3. and 3..2 (a)), tbe presence of the transverse 
rib W will increase tbe torsional contribution Js of the
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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slab. S to a value denoted by J (s+W)* Thus, the modified 
value of for the hatched area (normal to the y- axis) 
becomes,
(Jl^ modified = J^l^ j^ (s+w)//js^  (3.4.2.3)
Thus,, Eq. (3.4.2.1) is modified to,
Jy = ^ m o d i f i e d  + J2 + J3 (3.4.2.4)
where,
J is the torsional constant of the cross-section 
normal to the y- axis..
The torsional rigidity D is now given by,,y*-
D, = (3,4.2.5)
where, G = shear modulus = E/2(l + m )
Similarly, the torsional rigidity, ^xy, of a section 
normal to the x^ - axis (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2(a)} can also 
be calculated from the equation,
Dxy = GJx/Sx (3.4.2.6)
where,
J is the torsional constant of the cross-section 
normal to the x- axis.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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3. 5. Rigidities of Orthogonally- Rib-Stiffened 
Cracked Sections '
3*5.1 Flexural Rigidities
After cracking of the concrete section, the 
structure continues to behave elastically, provided, 
the stress in the steel is below the yield point and 
the compressive stress in the concrete does not exceed
0.5 f«. In addition to the assumptions made in section
v
3.2, it is assumed that the tension cracks have pro­
gressed to the neutral axis (assumed to be in. the flange 
plate, which is generally the case). For the computa­
tion of. the rigidities, the transformed section consist­
ing of concrete [and (n - 1 ) times area of the compress­
ion steel.,, if provided] in compression and n times 
the area of the tension, steel is used. Eased on the 
above simplifying assumptions, the rigidities of the 
cracked section can be expressed as,.
where,.
I (I ) =• moment, of inertia of the concrete 
cx x cy/
[and (n - 1 ) times area of compression steel, if 
any] in compression about the neutral axis for
(3.5.1.1)
D1 “ y Dx
t
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bending in the. xl- (y-) direction, respectively, i.e.., 
if the neutral, axis lies in the flange- plate (which, 
is generally the case),
respect; to the neutral plane of the gross cracked sec­
tion associated with bending- in the xr- (y~-> direction.
The location of the neutral axis kd^ , or kd^ 
is determined by equating tile tension force to the 
compression force on the section. Thus, by assuming 
that the neutral axis lies in. the flange plate, hd^ . 
is given by,
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
V  = sy(lcV3/3
l«^(lQTr) - moment: of inertia of the transformed steel
section about the neutral axis for bending 
in the x:- (y-) direction respectively, i.e.,
D*(d ') = flexural rigidity of the flange plate with
n&aj(h + d^— d*) - - S^Ckd^)2/^!. - m 2) = 0
and kd„. by ,
(3.5.1.4)
18
3.5.2 Torsional Rigidity
For a rib-stiffened slab construction, 
it can be shown (31) that,
(Djjy + + D1 + D2) = z s . 0 i j i y ) '  (3. 5.2.1)
or,
K  = (B + B + B1 + B2) / 2(BXB )1 (3.5.2.2)
Experimental studies conducted have shown 
that for this type of slabs, = D .
Thus, Eq, (3.5^2.2) reduces to,
K  = (2D + Bj + B2) / 2(BxBy)* (3.5.2.3)
Henna,
Dxy = “ (D1 + D‘2} 7 2 (3-5.2.4),
The co-efficient K is a torsional parameter 
with a lower limit of zero (for a grillage with members 
having no torsional rigidity) and an. upper limit of 
one (for a true orthotropically reinforced slab).
It: is reasonable to assume that the co­
efficient K. remains the same, before and after cracking 
of the concrete.. Thus, the co-efficient K can be 
calculated from- Eq. (3. 5.2.3) using-pre-cracking
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flexural and torsional rigidities from Eqs.
(3*4.J-.l) and (3.4*2..5),respectively. Mow, the 
post-cracking torsional rigidity, DXy« cam be det­
ermined from. Eq. (3. 5*2.-4) im which D^, D^, and
D2 are estimated from Eq* (3.5ul.l) fbr the posifc- 
cracking condition*
3 ..6> Rigidities of. Mon-rOrthogonallV' Ribr-Stiffened 
Slabs
In the structures considered he­
rein, anisotropy is provided by a parent iso­
tropic plate to which are. securely attached one 
or. more distinct systems of parallel straight 
reinforcing rib members, as shown in Figs. 3.3 
and 3.4. The parent plate is sufficiently thin, 
that it is considered, im a state of plane stress 
and the stress in the rib; stiffeners is assumed, 
constant through their cross-section. The rib 
stiffeners are made from the same material as the 
parent plate and they provide more stabilization 
to the structure which makes the structure more 
efficient in resisting compression. For estimating
the rigidities ^l* ^12* D16» B22♦ B26 anxi I)66 
such structures, appropriate contributions of slab,, 
swept, ribs and ribs in the orthogonal directions 
are required to be taken in±Q' account..
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Referring to Rigs. 3.5 and 3.4:, it is seen 
that the typical system of.' skew ribs is incline!
r
at: am angle a  , to the. QY axis. If defines
the-"effective rigidity" of the uniformly distrib­
ute! skew ribs under the assumptions already made,
r.
then this resultant. (EI^J can be resolved into direct 
components by using the transformation:
- - “
Dii
_4m .0 0 0 0 0
D12 0 l^m2 0 0 0 0 .
^ 6 V
0 0 1m3 0 0 0;
SS a**
n22 0 0 0
l4 0 0
D26, 0 0 0 0
l3m 0
D66 0 0
0 0 0 1 2 21 m
(3-6.!)
where
1 s cos a
m = sin a
t> 1 r ,1 -n» tv* . a r ®  '^a-e  contributions
"rk* * \ 2 ’ "16* 22*' 26 66
from the skew ribs tc the rigidities ^ j . 2 f ^16 1
D22, D26 and Dgg*respectively,
(3.6.2)
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i
Iv = moment; of inertia of the skew ribs with
respect to the assumed neutral axis, i.e.,
JT = V M (h+ d-/2) - evf2 + - 1^ S T
(3.6.3)
j(h + dv - d^ J- - ev }2 + 6 ^ / 1 2  
in which,
ev =s depth of neutral plane from the top fibre 
for bending in the V- direction, i.e.,
ev = |bvdv (h + d^/2) + (n - l)Asv(h + d^ - d^>
+ Svh2/2 (1 - m2)!/ { + 0*- 1)ASV
+ Svh (1 - m 2)} (3.6.4)
hi = thickness of flange plate;
sv = spacing of the skew ribs; 
b^ = widthi of the skew ribs; and 
d^ . = depth of the skew rib.
d^ = concrete cover to the centre of reinforcement; 
in the skew rib#.
A — area of tension, steel in the skew rib 
sv
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Thus, for a non-orthogonally rib-stiffened 
plate withi skew stiffeners and ribs stiffeners along- 
the x- direction (Figs. 3*3, 3.5), the anisotropic 
rigidities can be calculated, by the following equa­
tions :
= D + Eh. (ev - h/2)2 / (1 - « 2) + El^m4 /
+ <  / 3X
D12 = + »Eh. (ev - h/2)2 / (1 - m 2) + 3I^L2m2 / S^ .
2
D16 = fD + ,uEh (e^ - h/2) / (1 - i» > + El^lm3 /
D22 = D + Eh (ev - h/2)2 / (1 - * 2) + EC^l4 / ST
D26 = „ D  + ^ Eh (ev - h/2)2 / (1 - „ 2) + EI^L3m / Sv
“66 = ^  / Sx + / Sv
(3.6.5)
where
'IL, D„0 = bending-rigidities in. the x- and y- 
-Llf c.tL
directions, respectively;
Dgg =•■ twisting-rigidity of-the plate;
B12» D26> = additional coupling rigidities of
the plate.
The rest of the parameters used in Eqs. (3..6*5) 
are the same as defined in sections 3*4.1 and 3*4.2.
1 .
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If a structural system is reinforced with. skew 
ribs and ribs, along tbe y  direction (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5), 
them the above equations are modified to account for
ribs in the y direction, and rigidities are found from
the expressions,
= D + Sh (eT - b/2)2 / (1 - m 2) + EX/14 / ST
D12 = v B + nEh (ev - b/2)2 / (1 - M 2), + EI^L2!)!2 / Sv
B^g = n D + n Eb (ev - b/2))2 / (1 - J. 2) + SI^Lm3 / ST
D22 = B + Eb (e^ - b/2)S2 / (1 - M 2)> + EI^L4 / Sv
+  / * 7
D26 = ),D + it Eb (ev - b/2)2 / (1 - » 2> + EI^l3m / Sv
D66 = CTy / Sy +
(3.6.6)
As a check about the accuracy of the Eqs. (3.6.5) 
and (3.6.6)i, by substituting a = 0 (i.e. skew ribs
are oriented along y- axis), or a  = 90 (i.e. skew ribs 
are oriented along the x- axis), these equations be­
come identical, to the ones for orthogonally stiffened 
slabs as illustrated in section 3.4.
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CHAPTER I¥
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION POR THE EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES
4.1 Rigidities of Orthogonally Rib-Stiffened Slabs.
The bending and twisting moments, associated, 
with an orthotropic slab structure can be expressed 
as (36),
w =s twisting curvature associated with the twisting 
t x y
moment M ; and 
x - Y
w = lateral deflection. in. the Z- direction of a
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“x = -(DxwX -XX
in which
M = moment vector in the y- direction;
M = moment: vector in:the x- direction 
«y
M = twisting moment vector in the x- and y- directions;
w ,w s curvatures associated with the-- moments ML and • xx • yv x
M , respectively;
u
2 5
point on the structure (Pig. 3.1).
Assuming, that in the laboratory tests, 
it ,is possible to apply pure bending moments Mx and 
M and a pure twisting moment M , then, for the case
Or O'
when only a pure bending moment, Mx , is applied to
a slab, and, M„ = M _ = Q, Eqs. (4.1.1) yield, 
y xy
w,xx S2cAc
w ,yy “ ~ sxy^2c
(4.1.2)
in which,
Sxx = / <DXD2 - DXV
S s D„ / (D D0 - D j J  xy 2 ' v i 2 x. T
(4.1.3)
Similarly, when only My is applied and = MXy - 0,
w , y y  S y / Ly
,xx = SyxMyw
(4.1.4)
in which,,
Syy = Dx / ( V ,  - DxBy) 
Syx = D1 / (DXD2 “ DxJV
(4.1.5)
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Solving-Eqs. (4.1.3) and. (4.1.5) yields,
D = S / ( S S - S S J  1x yy ' v xy- yx. xx yy' 1
(4.1.6)
D = S / (S S - S S ) Iy xx '  K xy yx. xx yy' /
Thus, by applying a known moment: M • to one. slab
•V
specimen and a known moment M to another identical
tf
specimen and measuring the resulting curvatures, the
values for , Sxy. , Syy and can be calculated
from Eqs. (4.1.2) and (4.1*4).. Then, the flexural
rigidities D and D can be determined from the Eqs. x. y
(4.1.6). The bending and twisting curvatures can.be 
calculated by measuring deflections of the bent sur­
face of the slab (3).
To deduce the torsional rigidity D  , the speed-.
men is subjected to a known, twisting moment, M .
The twist of the surface w „„ cannot be determined, xy
directly; thus, Mohr’s circle for curvature is used 
in this determination. Consider a set of rectangular 
axes, r and. t, inclined to the x- and y- axes by an 
angle 0- (Pigs. 3.1 and 4.1 Ob)). -The curvature and 
twist in the r and t- direction, at a point where r 
and t are normal to each other can be expressed in. 
terms of the known curvature and twist: at the same point, 
along x- and y- axes which are normal to each other
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and in the same plane as the r- and t- axes. This 
relationship is given by (3)
w ,rr = 'v,3accos2« + w lXy3:La29 + w ,yysia2e
w = w sin20 - w sin2 0 + w ,_rcos2 q  
t u u (Xjt , xy j yy
(4.1.7)
where,
w ,rr’ w , are the curvatures in the r- and t- 
directions.
t
Thus, assuming that a pure twisting moment, M ,xy
is applied to the slab specimen (Fig. 4.1 (b)) and 
that the curvatures are measured in x, y, r and t 
directions, the value of the twist of the surface, 
w , can be calculated from Eq. (4.1.7). If (? =
t xy
45 , Eq. (4.1.7) yields,
w ,xy = (w,rr " w,tt>/2 (4.1.8)
ELence,, the torsional. rigidity, Dxy, can be determined 
from the last of Eqs. (4.1.1).
4.2. Rigidities of Non-Qrthogonally Rib-Stiffened 
Slabs
Im order to estimate the rigidity constants 
of non-orthogonally rib-stiffened slabs by measurements 
of bending and twisting curvatures of test specimens,
it. is assumed that plane sections which in the un-
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deformed state of the plate are normal to its 
surface remain, plane and normal to the bent, middle 
surface during the bending. Also the normal, stress 
«r in the cross-seation parallel to the middle plane 
is assiamed to be small as compared with the stress 
in the transverse cross-section.
If u  and v are the displacements of any point in 
the direction.of x- and y- axes and w (x,y) is the 
defleotion of the middle plane, it follows from the 
first assumption,
u = -zw v = -zw .
t j it f (4.2.1)
then,
e , = -zw xx.
e . = -zw
y
r*y
,yy
2zw xy
(4.2.2)
Prom the generalized Hooke’s Law,
fx " ^ l ' x  + al2cry + ^ ’’xy
e y = y L + a22ffy + a26rxy
Txy * + a26°y + a66rxy
(4.2.3)
Prom Eqs. (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), the stress components 
are given by,
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° x  z(Bllw ,xx + Bl2w ,yy + 2Bl6w ,xy)
„y = - - B22w f<yy + 2B26w >xy)
Txy = " z B^i6w ,xx + B26w ,yy + 2B66w ,xy^ 
where,
,B U .  = 1//N' (a22 a66 ~ a26J
B12 = 1//N a^l6a26 “ a12a66^
B16 = 1//;N a^12a26 “ a22al6^
B22 = ^  “ ^6^
(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)
and,,
N =
^a12al6
(alla22 - af2)
a12’ * 1 6
a12» a22» a26
a16» a26» a66
(4.2.6)
Nfow the bending and twisting moments can be expressed 
as.
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h/2= X h/2 V d Z
^ ■ X h/2 y (4.2.7)
h/2
M = M = f  r zdzxy yx J_ ^/2 xy
Prom Eqs. (4.2.4) and (4.2.7)
Mx = - (Dllw ,xx + D12w ,yy + 2Diew ,xy^ ^
My = - (D12w >x x  + D22w iyjr + 2B2Sw lXy)K4.2.8)
Mxy = “ ^16W (XX + D26w ,yy + 2D66w >Xy)
Rigidities of the anisotropic plate, D . •, are
X  J
related to as,
Did = Hij^/12 (4.2.9)
For the anisotropic plate under consideration, 
skew rihs are inclined to the OY axis at an angle of 
a. The co-ordinates of the rectangular (x,y,Z) 
and oblique (u,v,z) systems of axes (Pig. 4.2) are 
related by,
u = x + y tan <*
and v = y/cos a
(4.2.10)
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u y. = tan or
V = l/cos o:
t cf
(4.2.11)
The displacement function w(x,y) can be expressed
a.3,
W , S W ... U „ + W V,X u ,x ,v ,x
= w u
w T = w u + w . v „ »y ,u y ,v ,y
= w ,, tan« + w /cos a,U j V '
(4.2.12)
A£ter a seaond differentiation with respect to 
x and yf Eqs. (4.2.12) yield,
w xx = w uu
w »xy = W ,uu 't e a “ + W , u / <MS
a (4.2.13)
w
C C
= w „„ tan« -f 2w tan o/cos + w /cos a , yy7 > uu , uv , vrr
where,
w . w , uuf , w
curvatures due to bending in. the 
u and v- directions.
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w lvtr. = twist of.' the surface with respect to the 
u and v- sixes.
,UV
By substituting in Eqs. (4.2.8), the values, of 
curvatures from Eqs. (4.2.13), the following expressions 
for the bending and twisting moments are obtained:
2
= - fDXlw ,uu + D12 (w,uu + 2w,uv / c o s *
2
+ W |VT ,/c.os a ) + 2Dl6 (w>uu tana + w^uv/cos« )  (
2
My = “ )DI2w ,uu + B22 tw ,uu t a n “ + 2w,uv taaa/<!os“
2
+ W jVV/cos a ) + 2D26 (w >u u tan « + w^uv/aos « )|
2
Mxy = - 1DX6W ,UU + D 26 (w,uu tan a + 2w, w  1 ® W < » s a
.2
+ w w /aosa ) + 2D66 (w >u u tana + w uv/aosa)}
(4.2.14)
To determine the- rigidities of the structure 
from the above equations, pure bending moments, Mx 
and M , and a pure twisting moment,, Mxy, are applied
y
separately to the test specimen (Pig. 4.3).
1st Case
When, only My is applied, and- = Mxy = 0, and 
let w - w^. 'Pirf.H represents a specimen bent: about
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the. 2t- axis (Fig. 4.3 (a)).
Thus, Eqs. (4.2.14) will he as follows:
2
- Dllwl,uu - D12 (wl ruu t £ m “ + 2wl,uv tama
2
wl , w /o:os a > -  2D16, (w 1,u u tsm a + wl,uv/coso > = 0
2
" D12w1,u u  " D22 (w 1,u u tan a + 2wl,.uv tan- “/cos ° +
2
wl , w /cos ' > ~ 2D26 <w 1,u u W  “ + wl , u / oos “ > = Hj
- D_ ,-w, , - (wn tart a + 2wn tan, a /cos a +16 l,uu 26 ' l,uu l,uvr
2
wl , W ' 0103 0 } “ 2D66 K . u u  tan° + wl,uv/co3‘‘ > = 0
(4.2.15)
In the above equations, the curvatures w^ uu,
w-, __  anfl w-, can he- determined as described below.l,,w 1 ,,uv
Fig. 4.4 shows the points at, which. the deflections 
of the slab are measured due to the application of a 
pure bending moment, M . Then the curvatures areu
given by,
2
wl,uu = 2//a (w5 “ (W2 + w 8)//2) 
2
w! , w  = (w5 ~ (w4 + w6)/2^
where,
(4.2.16)
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w2* w4* W 5J w6* an<^  w8' are ^e:£leations measured 
at. points 2, 4, 5, 6 and 8' respectively.
a = spacing- of. points. 2 and 8 from point 5.
b. = spacing of points 4 and 6 from, point 5.
For determining the curvature w , .ft isp UV
necessary to find the curvature w , with, respect:
to the x- and y- axes. As described in section 4.1,
the curvature w is calculated by considering a
set of orthogonal axes r and. t, inclined to the x-
and y- axes by an angle 6 (Fig. 4.4). If 9 = 45 ,
. •
ffcom Eqs. (4.1.7)-,
wl(Xy =  (wl,rr - wl,tt)/2 (4.2.17)
where,
Wm , w, - the curvatures in_ the r and t l,rr7 i,tt
directions i.e.,
2
i,rr = 2/° (w5 - (w3 + w t )/2)w.
(4.2.18)
2 « t .
,)/2)wl,tt. = 2//s (w5 " (v,i + w9‘
in v/hich,
w , w w-!, wl are the deflections measured at points 
3 * 7 * 9
3, 7, 1* and 9* respectively.
a a spacing of points 3 and 7 ftom point 5. 
s = spacing of points 1* and 9* point 5.
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If' spacing- a = b, the. rectangular axis t will pass 
through points 1, 5. and. 9 and will he perpendicular 
to axis r passing through points 3, 5 and 7. In. this 
case, it will not. he required to measure, deflections
i t
at points 1 and. 9 , in order to obtain curvature w^
Mow, the curvature w^ can he calculated from 
the second of the Eqs. (4.2.13) , which can he express­
ed as,
wl,uv = (wl,xs:. - wl,uu tan a >eos a (4.2.19)
. Having known the curvatures w^ uu, w^ w  and 
w, , the uhkowns in. the Eqs. (4.2.15) are the rigid-J> f IXv
ities of the slab:, •D12* di.6* 'D22, '°26 an(i ^66*
2nd Case
Moment M is.applied about y- axis and My =
= 0, and let w = w2 (Pig. 4.3 Ob)).. Substituting 
in. Eqs. (4.2.14) yields,
" D11w 2,u u “ D12 (w 2,u u. + 2w 2,u v /“» ■  +
2
,iVW/cos. ) - 2D16 (w 2,u u ta“ ° + w2,uv/coa'1 } = “x2 ,
“ D, oW12 2,uu D22 w^2,uu'te“ a + 2w 2,uv -tauWeosa +
»2i„/o»sa ) - 2D26 (w2<uu tarn a + w^^/aos. ) = 0
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2
- D16w 2,u u  “ D26 (w 2,.u u  tan a + 2w2,uv +
2
w2,-m/ao3a ) ~ 2B66 (w2,uu tama + w2,uv/oos a > = 0
(4.2.20)
From tbe above tbree equations, tbe unknown curva-
t
tures wg w2>vv- w2,uv can 'be determined in tbe
same manner as described earlier in tbe Iscase;"
After substitution of’ tbe values of tbe curvatures 
in Eqs.. (4.2.20), tbe unknowns are tbe six rigidities.
Dll» ^12* D16» D22» D26» arui D66- 
3rd Case
Considering tbat = 0), and a pure,
torsional moment, is applied to tbe structure.
Let: w = w^ (Eig. 4.3 (e))> tbe Eqs. (4.2.14) take 
tbe form,
2
- B11w3,uu - B12 (w3,uu tantt + 2w3,uv taa“/003a +
2
w 3 , w / ° osa) “ 2B16 (w3,uu itaaa + w 3 , u y ° ° so) = 0
2
- B12w 3,uu " D 22 (w3,ttu tan“ + 2w3,uv t a n “ /cos» +
■2 . 
w3 , w /cxjSor> " 2D26 (w3,uu tana-h w3>uv/cosa) = 0
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2
D1Sw3,uu “ D26 w^3,uu ’f c a r L a + 2w3jUV tan a  /cos « +
2
w3,vV/G;oaa) *“ 2D6d (w3,uu taaa + = Mxy
(.4.2.21)
Similarly, the unknown curvatures can. also he 
determined for the above equations.
Determination, of the Rigidities
There are nine equations in (4.2.15), (4.2.20) 
and (4.2.21) which contain six unknown rigidities 
£>11 > D1 2 T  D-^ g, D22, D2g and Dgg. Thus, three experi­
ments can be conducted, by applying’ pure bending: mom­
ents, My and Mjj, in the first two experiments and a 
pure twisting moment, in the third experiment which 
will result in. Eqs,. (4.-2.15), (4.2.20) and (4.2.21), 
respectively. Six equations from (4.2.15) and (4.2.20) 
can.be used to determine the. six unknown rigidities.
The rigidities D^, D^2, D^g, D22, B2g, and Dgg can 
also be determined fhom Eqs.. (4.2.15) and (4.2.21)
(or from Eqs. (4.2.20) and (4.2.21)) and the results 
can be compared with, those obtained earlier by using 
Eqs. (4.2.15) and (4.2.20)..,
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CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAli INVESTIGATION
5.1 Sco-pe of the Exnerimental Programme
The experimental programme consisted of nine 
tests on orthogonally rih stiffened concrete slabs. 
These tests were classified into three series of test, 
specimens. Each series consisted of three types of 
specimens, two were rectangular in. plan for bending 
tests (one in.the x- and the other in.the y- direction; 
and the third was square in plan for the pure twist­
ing test-. Mathematical formulations developed in 
section 4.1 were used to calculate the flexural and 
torsional, rigidities.
5.-2 Materials
5,2.1 Concrete
High early strength Portland Cement manufac­
tured. by Canada Cement Company was used in all the 
slab specimens. The maximum size of the aggregate 
was restricted to 0..25 inch (6.4 ram) since the 
narrowest dimension between the sides of the form- 
work, was 1.25 inch. (32 mm) and the concrete cover 
to the centre of steel reinforcement was 0.5 inch.
(12.7 mm). The combined aggregate was prepared by 
mixing 9'.. 7$ coarse aggregates and 90.3$ fine sand.
This gave a well graded combined aggregate with, a
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fineness modulus; of 2.42. The concrete, mix used 
had a. water-cement ratio of 0.75 and the aggregate- 
cement ratio was 5.0, both by weight.. Mixing of 
concrete was done in an Eerich Counter Current 
Mixer, Model EA2 (2W) with a capacity of five. cu. 
ft. Only one batch of concrete weighing 700 lbs. 
was required for each bending test specimen. The 
concrete strengths of the specimens tested are 
given in Table 5.1.
5.-2.2 Reinforcement
Two plain, mild steel wires of l/8 in 
(3.2 mm) diameter were used as reinforcement.
The wires were straightened and twisted together 
in the laboratory, keeping the cross-sectional 
area the same along the length. The twisted wires 
were cut:, cleaned from rust and hooks were provided 
at both ends. The stress-strain relationship for 
the reinforcing wire is shown in Pig* 5..1. The 
modulus of elasticity was found to be 30,400 ksi 
(210 GN/m2).
5.3 Description, of the Specimens
A total of nine specimens were tested for 
the bending and twisting tests., All specimens had 
a continuous slab with a thickness of 1 in (25.4 mm)
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and. the depth, of the rihs was 3 in (76 mm).
In. each case, the first layer of steel was placed 
air 3/8 in (9.5 mm) clear cover, and the second, 
layer orthogonal to the first, was placed .jusir 
over the first layer. Geometric description, and 
properties of these specimens, are given in.Table
5.1. These specimens were classified into three 
series.,
There were three specimens in each series.
Two specimens were tested in bending and one in. 
torsion. The bending specimens in series A were 
80 x 40 inches (2.03 x 1.02. m) in plan and the 
ribs were placed at. 8 in ( 203 mm) spacing in one 
direction while in the other orthogonal direction,, 
spacing of the ribs was 4 in (102 mm) c/c. The 
size of the specimen for the twisting test was 
40; x 40 inches (1.02 x 1.02 m).. In series B-, the 
size of the bending specimens was 70 x 35. inches 
(1.78 x 0.89 m). and, fcr the twisting test, the spec­
imen was. 35- xl 35 inches (0.89 xl 0:. 89 m) in. plan... 
Spacing.of the ribs was 7 in. (178 mm) c/c in one 
direction and in the other direction, a spacing 
of 5 in (127 mm), c/c was provided.. In series C,, 
the bending specimens, were 60 x 36 inches (1.52 x 
0.91 m) in plan and. twisting specimen was square in
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plan.with dimensions of 36 x 36 inches (0.91 xl 
0.91 m). Ribs were placed at 6 in: (152: mm) c/c 
spacing in one direction and in the other orthogonal 
direction, \a spacing of 4 in[(102 mm) ..c/c .was 
provided. Reinforcement was placed in the centre 
of the ribs for all the nine specimens tested.
5.4 Casting of the Specimens
All the specimens were cast in forms made 
of 3/4 in (19 ram) thick plywood. The voids between 
the ribs were made by gluing styrofoam blocks to 
the plywood form following a marked pattern on. 
the wood. The reinforcement was then placed between 
the styrofoam blocks in both directions. For the 
bending specimens the reinforcement: in the longer 
direction was placed first on small wooden, blocks 
to keep it 3/8- in, (9.5 non) from the bottom of the 
forms. This provided for the minimum cover required 
for the steel. The steel in the shorter direction 
was then placed on. the top of the reinforcement: 
in the longer direction. Both: layers of reinforce­
ment were tied together with thin wire for stability 
during casting of the concrete.
Before casting of the concrete, the top 
surface and the sides of the form were soaked with 
heavy industrial oil. The concrete was then poured,
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tamped, vibrated and troweled to a smooth, finish..
All the specimens were moist cured for a period 
of 14 days.. To determine the compressive strength 
of the concrete, three 3 x 6  in- (76 x 152 mm.) concrete 
cylinders, were cast with each specimen. These cylinders 
were subjected to a compression, test; at the time of 
testing of the test specimen.
5.5 Instrumentation
The deflections of. the concrete specimens for 
bending and twisting tests were measured by means of 
the Hewlett Packard series 71CDT Displacement Transdu­
cers. The concrete surface at the location of the 
transducers, was smoothed using fine sand paper and 
after removing the dust by means of compressed air, 
the surface at the transducer locations was cleaned 
with acetone. Surface cavities were filled with an 
epoxy resin at the transducer locations. All transdu­
cers were calibrated with an electronic voltmeter be­
fore testing to establish their calibration factors 
(Figs. 5,.,2 through 5.10'). Ehe range of the volt­
meter was from mlT to 20Q V. Millivolt range was 
used ini all the. experiments to oh bain very accurate 
deflections. A Harrison Laboratories Model 6204 B 
power supply was connected to the transducer excit­
ation terminals, to provide an input voltage of 7 volts
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to each transducer.
A T-shaped loading frame was made for the 
"bending tests and a straight loading, frame was 
fabricated f.or the twisting tests. They were both 
made of 3 x 3 x.l/8 in (76 x. 76 x 3.2 mm) steel 
hollow section. A bearing plate with a groove 
for placing a ball bearing was welded to the legs of 
the frame to transmit the load to the slab. Loading 
frames used for the bending and twisting tests 
are shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. A> mechanical turn- 
screw anchored to a very solid portal frame was used 
to apply a single central concentrated load to the 
loading frame on the slab. A load cell, strainsert 
flat universal type, was attached at the lower end 
of the loading-screw* This load cell with a maximum 
load capacity of 5.0 kips (22.25 klO was calibrated 
with a portable strain, indicator (Budd Model P- 350) 
which indicated the strain in the load cell (Fig.. 5—13).
5.-6 Experimental. Set-Up and Test Procedure
A three-point loading and a three point support 
arrangement (Fi^. 4.3- (a)) was adopted for applying
a, pure bending moment: to the bending Specimens. To 
apply a pure, twisting moment to the concrete specimens,, 
the latter were supported at two diagonally opposite 
corners with downward concentrated loads applied at
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the other two corners:. The test, set-ups for tend­
ing and. twisting tests are shown; in Pigs. 5.14 and 
5.15. Point supports were provided for the bending 
speGimena by means of ball-bearings and the twisting 
test specimens were supported on. 1 in (25.4 mm); diam­
eter steel rollers. Deflections of the concrete spec­
imens were measured by means of displacement transducers 
located at nine grid locations some distance from the 
loading and support disturbance zones (Pigs. 4.1 (a) 
and 4.1 (b>)'0 •
Deflections were measured, during both loading 
and unloading of the concrete specimens and were aver­
aged. The loading and unloading were carried out in 
stages, the level of unloading coinciding with, the 
previous level of loading. Abrupt, departure from 
the initial linear load-defLectiom relationship indi­
cated cracking of the specimen and hence change in 
the stiffness properties. At this stage, loading 
was continued at reduced load increments, until fail­
ure of the specimen was reached as evidenced by large 
deflections and formation of visible cracks on the 
test specimen.
5.7 Experimental Results
Experimental results of all test specimens 
for orthogonally rib stiffened concrete slabs are
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presented im Tables 5.2 and 5-3, where these 
results are also compared with the theoretical 
results.
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION! OP RESULTS
6 ..1 Flexural and Torsional Rigidities
The theoretical and. experimental results 
for the flexural and torsional rigidites of orthog­
onally rib stiffened, reinforced concrete slab struc­
tures are presented in tables 5.2 and 5*3 respectively. 
The entire formulation of the calculation of rigidities 
from the tests was automated on. a digital computer.
The linear deflections (in/lh) of nine 
transducer locations for all the specimens for the 
precracking anil post-cracking stages are listed in 
tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. These were obtained 
statistically by linear regression. The load-centre 
deflection bilinear relations for all specimens were 
plotted and are presented in Figs. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. 
From these plots, the abrupt change in stiffness 
after cracking of the concrete is clearly evident. The 
load-deflection behaviour of the uncracked specimen 
appears to be elastic and linear. Furthermore, it is 
observed that the rate of change of the load-deflection. 
behaviour of the cracked specimen continues to be al­
most: constant; over a considerable range of loading. 
Based, om these observations and for simplicity, two
linear regression lines were fitted to the measured
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load-deflection, results, for. the nine locations on 
each: specimen: in. order to obtain representative values. 
Measured deflections close to the collapse load, were 
omitted from the fitted data because these measurements 
are of no consequence in a quasi-elastic analysis of 
orthogonally stiffened slab structures as presented 
herein*
The bending curvatures were calculated from 
the linear deflections, w, at. the nine grid points 
(Pig. 4.1 (a)). Then, the longitudinal curvature 
along line A-A is given by (Pig. 4.1 (a)),
2/b2[.w5 - (w^ + w6 )/ 2] (6.1.1)
Similarly, longitudinal curvatures along lines 
B-B, and C-G were calculated and, thus, the average 
longitudinal curvature =
2 [ (w2 + w^ + Wg)/3 - (wx + Wg + w^ + w6 + v t r j + w9)/6]b2
(6.1,2)
and the average transverse curvature =
2 [(w4 + Wpj + Wg)/3 - (wL + Wg + Wg + w^ . + Wg + Wg)6]a2
(6.1.3)
Prom Eq. (4.1.8), the average twisting curvature 
of the test specimen (Pig. 4.1 (b)> becomes
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w —  = (wx +• Wg - Wj - v;7)/4(a + 'hr)2' (6.X.4)
»xy
fhus, by means of Eqs. (4.1..2); and (4.1.4), 
relating curvatures to the applied known bending 
moments, the experimental values of the flexural 
rigidities, were calculated from. Eq. (4.1.6;)'. Comput­
ing the twist:, w from Eq (6.1.4-) and for an applied, 
known torsional, moment,, the torsional rigidity,
D' , was calculated from; the last of Eqs. (4.1.1)'. xy
In. Table 5. 2, the experimental values, of the 
flexural rigidities and B , are compared with the 
theoretical values as calculated from Eqs. (3.4.1.1) 
and (3.5.1.1). Close agreement is noted, for both 
the precracking and pos.t-cracking flexural rigidities 
with an average difference not exceeding 3^. fhe 
values of the precracking torsional rigidity estimated 
by Eqs. (3.4.2.5) agree closely with the experimental 
results ((Cable 5.3). The discrepancy between the 
theoretical values and the experimental ones does not 
exceed 2$. fable 5.3 also presents values of the post- 
cracking torsional rigidity calculated from Eq..
(3.5.2.4) and these values are approximately 10$ above 
the experimental ones.
Results for the torsional rigidity D , estimated 
by other various methods are also given in fable 5.3. 
Comparison of these results with the experimental ones
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shows that Jackson’s method. (20) appears to grossly 
over-estimate the torsional, rigidity. JaGkson 
proposed, an approximate method using the membrane 
analogy to account for the junction, effect, at the re­
entrant: comers in the estimation of the torsional 
rigidities of tee-sections, A detailed study of this 
method of using the membrane analogy reveals that the 
membrane deflections are not zero at the re-entrant 
comers. For a typical cross-section of the specimen 
used in the experiments described herein, the calcu­
lated, membrane deflections at these comers are several 
times higher than the largest membrane deflections in 
area (jl) and in the lower portion of area ( 2)  (see 
Figs. 3.2 (a) and 3.2 (b);). Also, the membrane de­
flections in the vicinity of the boundary between areas 
(T)and ( 2)  are several times larger than those in the 
flange plate, area (l).- Shesa large values of mem­
brane deflections are note only unrealistic, but tend 
to grossly over-estimate the torsional rigidity of the 
cross-section as is evidenced by the values calculated 
by Jackson*s method shown in Sable 5.3.
values of the torsional rigidity based on 
Huber*a orthotropic plate theory (17) were also cal­
culated from the equation,
= c l - m >  o y y  (6.1 .5)
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As expected, these values are highly exagger­
ated when compared withi the experimental results.
Results for the torsional rigidity estimated by 
using Rowe*s method (32) are lower than the experi­
mental ones. The discrepancy here can be attributed 
to ignoring the stiffening effect of the ribs in the 
orthogonal direction. The higher and realistic esti­
mates predicted for the torsional rigidity, in compar­
ison, to those obtained, by Rowe's method will result 
in better load distribution, reduction in the area 
oft reinforcing steel,, and the use of shallower ribs, 
which can be of considerable advantage where depth of 
construction is of .importance. It is not possible to 
quantify these savings of. materials because the analysis 
of such structures, (13) depends on several factors, suchi
conditions and the plan-form of the slab structure
i.e., whether rectangular or skew.
Although, no experimental programme was under­
taken to calculate the anisotropic rigidities of the 
non-orthogonally rib stiffened slab structures, the 
expressions for the rigidities of the orthogonally 
rib stiffened slabs can be deduced from Eqs. (3.6.5)' 
which verifies the validity of these equations. Bending 
gt-pH twisting tests (Bigs. 4.3 (sO * 4*3 (h), 4.3 (c))can be 
conducted on non-orthogonally rih stiffened slab
aspect: ratio,, type of load, boundary-
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structures as described in section 4.2 tio further 
verify and substantiate the proposed theoretical 
equations (3.6.5).
It should be noted that the rigidities of 
a concrete structure are affected by creep. The 
influence of creep can be taken into account by 
adjusting the modulus of elasticity of the concrete,
E , to a time-dependent modulus of deformation 
E (32);. Furthermore, creep of concrete also
V
influences the modular ratio, n. lo allow for 
.this long term effect, it. has been suggested (7) 
that a value of n = 10 be used.' Recent analytical 
studies (12) using the proposed theoretical express­
ions for bending and torsional rigidities reveal 
that there is good agreement between the theoretical 
results for deflection and moments and the experiment­
al ones from tests on prestressed concrete as well as 
on reinforced concrete orthogonally rib stiffened 
slabs both for the precracking and post-cracking 
stages, of the concrete. For comparison, results.for 
defleations and stresses were obtained for two types 
of structures, the orthogonally rib stiffened slab 
type and the slab type with uniform thickness, both 
having the same volume of concrete and reinforcing 
steel. It was found that the rib stiffened slab 
structure exhibited much smaller deflections and lower
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stresses due to its higher values of flexural 
rigidities. It should "be noted that one advantage 
of the rib stiffened slabs over slabs of uniform 
thickness is in prestressed c.onstruction; where 
the presence of the ribs contributes to the in­
creased eccentricities for prestressing in rib 
stiffened slabs. This results in higher efficiency? 
of the prestressed rib-stiffened slab in carrying 
load in comparison to a slab of uniform thickness, 
having the same volume of concrete and the same 
amount of steel.
6.2 Sources of. Error
The discrepancies between the experimental 
and the theoretical values can be attributed to the 
following sources of error:
1. The assumptions made in the theory? to 
formulate the theoretical expressions.
2. Positioning of the reinforcement in the 
ribs.
3, Estimates of the strength of' concrete 
from the tests on 3 x 6  inches cylinders.
4, Estimating Poisson.’s ratio and the modulus 
of elasticity of concrete by means of 
empirical formulae.
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5. Any deformation- of the loading frame 
will introduce some error.
6. Some inaccuracies in. the measurement
of deflections may have been introduced, 
due to improper alignment of the trans­
ducer.
7. Difficulty in. setting-up the twisting 
test due to movement of the specimen 
on the roller supports.
8. The calibration of the load cell and 
transducers.
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%CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7-1 Conclusions
The overall objective of this study was to 
conduct theoretical and experimental studies on the 
rigidities of orthogonally' and non-orthogonally ribr. 
stiffened slab systems. To this end, on the basis 
of an idealization of integrally rib stiffened plates 
to orthotropic plates of uniform thickness, formulae 
were derived for the rigidity constants of plates 
with integral ribs in. orthogonal and. non-orthogonal 
directions. Experiments were carried out to support 
the reliability of theoretical expressions for calcu­
lating the orthotropic rigidities of orthogonally rib 
stiffened slabs. Experimental procedure and mathemat­
ical formulations to calculate the experimental values 
of the rigidities of. non-orthogonally rib stiffened 
slabs Were suggested.
Based on the results obtained from the theoret­
ical and experimental studies,, the following conclu­
sions are drawn:
1. The good agreement between the theoretical 
and experimental results supports the 
reliability of the proposed formulae for 
estimating the. rigidities of orthogonally
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rib stiffened slabs for both, the pre­
cracking and post-cracking stages of! 
concrete.
2. The analytical expressions derived for the 
calculation of. rigidity constants of non- 
orthogonally rib) stiffened plates are 
general in. form and, thus, are applicable 
for orthogonally rib. stiffened slabs after 
properly substituting for the value of the 
angle.o'f inclination of the skew ribs.
3. The expressions developed for the orthotro­
pic rigidities of orthogonally rib stiffened 
slabs are valid for reinforced as well as 
prestressed concrete structures.
4. The discrepancies between the theoretical 
and experimental results are due to various 
experimental errors.
5 .  The analysis of the reinforced and pre­
stressed concrete rib. stiffened slab struc­
tures by means o'f classical orthotropic 
plate theory, using realistic estimates of 
the rigidity constants, should lead to 
economy and better design of such structures.
7.2 Recommendations For Future Research
The following suggestions are recommended 
for future research as an extension of this investigation:
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1. The flexural, and torsional tests as 
proposed (Pigs. 4.3 (a), 4.3 (b) and
4.3 (c;)>) should be conducted, on non- 
orthogonally rib stiffened, reinforced 
concrete slab structures.
2. Analytical expressions for calculating 
the rigidities of non-orthogonally^ rib 
stiffened slabs after cracking of the 
concrete section: should be developed and 
the- theoretical results be compared with 
the experimental values.
3.- It is recommended that, for the flexural 
tests, the length of the specimen be more 
than, twice its width in order to insure 
sufficient test area between the supports 
.for- measurement of deflections and better
distribution of loads on the test specimen.
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Specimen
No.
f 'xc
psi
Plan * 
dimensions 
(L+2d)B 
(in x in]
*
Sp
ac
in
g Sectipm
details
(in)
#
; Spacing
of.ribs 
(m)
Slab details 
(in)
*
a=b bx=by dx=dy h Sx Sy 3 L d e
A-l ■ 3 7 8 5 80 x 40 8.0 1.25 3.0 1.0 4.0 8.0 40.0 72.0 4.0 4.0
A-2 3515 80 x 40 8.0 1.25 3.0 1.0 8.0 4.0 40.0 72.0 4.0 4.0
A-3 2615 40 x 40 8.0 1.25 3.0 1.0 4.0 8.0 40.0 — 4.0 -
B-l 2775 70 x 35 7.0 1.25 3.0 1.0 5-0 7.0 35.0 63.0 3-5 3.5
B-2 3140 70 x 35 7.0 1.25 3.0 1.0 7.0 5.0 35.0 63.O 3.5 3-5
B-3 3390 35 x 35 7.0 1.25 3.0 1.0 5.0 7.0 35.0 - 3.5 -
C-l 2905 60 x 36 6.0 1.25 2.5 1.0 4.0 6.0 36.0 54.0 3.0 3.0
C-2 3010 60 x 36 6.0 1.25 2.5 1.0 6.0 4.0 36.0 54.0 3.0 3.0
C-3 3070 3 6 x 36 6.0 1.25 2.5 ; 1.0 4.0 6.0 36.0 - 3.0 -
cr\
ro
TABLE 5.1 GEOMETRIES AND MATERIAL PROPERTY OF TEST SPECIMENS
* Refer Fig. 4.1 
// Refer Fig. 3*1
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Precracking Rigidities 
(lb-in^/in x 105)
PostcradcLng Rigidities 
: (lb-in /in x io^)
Test
Qc % D;X %
Series Theory Expt. Theory Expt. Theory Expt. Theory Expt.
A 101.5 114.6 63.5 65.8 18.2 19.6 9.0 8.6
B 79.8 76.9 63.2 62.1 14.7 12.4 10.1 10.1
C 62.3 63.7 47.3 46.6 13.0 14.0 8.3 8.6
Average percent 
difference 
(absolute 
value)
3 % l f o 1 % 1 %
CTk
TABLE 5.2 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FLEXURAL RIGIDITIES
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Test
Series
Precracking Rigidities 
(lb-in^/in x 10^)
Postcracking Rigiditie 
(lb-in^/in x 10^)
Jack­
son's
method
Huber's 
equa­
tion
Rowe's
method
Present 
the ory
Expt. Huber's equa­
tion
Present
theory
Expt.
A 28.6
(30.9)
58.8 6.7
(4.4)
8.90 8.10 11.6 1.53 1.4 5
B 29.9(30.8)
63.2 6.5
(5-3)
9.37 9.20 10.2 1.99 1.69
C 24. 5 
(25.9)
46.2 6.1
(4.8)
8.63 9.19 8.8 2.01 1.86
Average percent 
difference 
(absolute 
value) 2 fo 10#
TABLE 5.3 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AMD EXPERIMENTAL TORSIONAL RIO[DITIES, Dxy.
• 1
Note: Values in parenthesis are for Dyx.
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Specimen
Precracking linear deflections ( i n / l b  x  1 0 ~
No.
Location
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A-l 0.497 0.367 0.118 0.285 0.304 0.124 0.181 0.306 0.222
A-2 O.877 0.884 0.596 0.785 0.786 0.540 0.684 0.800 0.559
A-3 5-99 7.90 10.2 7.23 7.29 8.08 8.91 7.32 5.22
B-l 0.528 0.564 O.389 0.525 0.579 0.398 0.572 0.586 0.486
B-2 0.669 0.649 0.525 0.499 0.715 0.465 0.517 0.591 0.539
B-3 1.81 4.05 7.01 2.61 3.21 4.47 3.86 2.92 2.11
C-l 0.517 0.430 0.363 0.451 0.528 0.346 0.268 0.410 0.341
C-2 0.714 0.55^ 0.430 0.412 0.659 0.461 0.358 0.506 0.447
C-3 5-58 8.68 12.0 4.82 6.23 10.8 4 .65 4.79 4.12
cr\
VJl
TABLE 6.1 PRECRACKING LINEAR DEFLECTIONS OF TEST SPECIMENS
Note: Upward deflections are considered positive.
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Postcracking linear deflections (in/lb x 10-*)
Specimen Location
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A-l 2.30 2.53 1.95 2.22 2.53 2.07 2.08 2.77 2.27
A-2 4.95 5.^9 4.14 A. 64 5.42 4.11 4.52 5.59 4.29
A-3 21.7 26.8 33.2 32.8 29.4 28.0 55.5 35.1 22.8
B-l 2.47 2.70 1.98 2.38 2.82 2.17 2.38 3.0 2.30
B-2 3.43 3.90 3.22 3.27 3.95 3.28 3.25 4.20 3.55
B-3 4.23 7.62 23.2 10.3 9.83 9.27 22.5 10.1 3.57
C-l 2.58 2.36 2.16 2.21 3.02 2.18 2.18 2.43 2.04
C-2 3.04 2.72 2.26 2.^5 3.32 2.34 1.58 2.90 2.56
C-3 6.08 11.6 22.7 14.2 11.6 10.4 22.7 12.9 5.04
o\
o\
TABLE 6.2 POSTCRACKING LINEAR DEFLECTIONS OF TEST SPECIMENS.
Note: Upward deflections are considered positive
FIGURES
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Fig. 4.2 OBLIQUE CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM
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a) Bending About x-axis
c) Twisting Specimen
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b)
^•3
Bending about y-axis 
TOP VIEW OF SPECIMENS FOR TESTS ON
x,u
NON-ORTHOGONALLY RIB STIFFENED SLABS.
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SLOPE = 0.1289 in/volt
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Fig. 5*3 DEFLECTION VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIP 
(TRANSDUCER NO. 2)
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Fig. 5.5 DEFLECTION VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIP 
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Fig. 5.6 DEFLECTION VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIP 
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Fig. 5.12 LOADING FRAME FOR TWISTING TESTS
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SJOB wAIFIV XXXXXXXXXX
C PROGRAM TC COMPUTE THE FLEXURAL RIGID ITIESIBENDING TEST)
C INPUT TRANSDUCERS READINGS. V MV
C LOAD X LBS
C SCALE FACTOR OF TRANSDUCER.’SF IN/V
1 DIMENSION VI4C.4G) .YIAO-.40 >.X (4C ) .E 14C ),S D (4 ?) ,S F (AC ) .4140 > ,B (40), 
CEESUM(AC),W ( 40 ) .SXX(2),S X T (2)
2 REAL K(a O)»SX(4C>
'3 '*'* REAL <X,<YY. <Y .MO .<XY.KYX.KXX "
A DO 100 11=1.2
5 REAC. AL.Bw.AA
6 REAC .N
‘ 7 -  ' - REAC.IXtn.t = l.N)------- ------------------- ------ ----
a REAC.( (V< I.J ), 1 = 1,N),J=l.9)
0 M a N
10 PRINT 30
M  33 FORMAT (' • . 5CX . 'LClCATI ON*/I 8X . • I • , 1 3X , • 2', 6X.'3*. 9X,'4'. 9X,'5*
C. YX, *6' .1IX, •7' , 9X,»8'. 9X.'9'J
12 PR I NT, • LOAD VS VI TO V9 {MV-'INCH)*
13 DO IP I =1.N
14 - PRINT 20.XC I ) . ( VI 1 . J ) . J = 1 .9)---------—  ...
15 20 FORMAT (• •,F6.1.6X,9FI 1.2)
16 19 CONTINUE
C TO EXPRESS THE DEFLECTIONS OBTAINED FROM TRANSDUCERS IN Y IN.
17 CO 1 J a 1 , 9 “
18 DO 2 I = 1,N
19 SF(1)=.1893
20 SF(2)=.t289
21 SFt 3 ) = » 1 266 .
22 SF(4 ) s . 1222
23 SFIS)=.1239
24 SF(6)=.128S
25 SF (7) = .1224 - ... -- -
26 SF(6)=.138 9
27 SF(9)=.1387
28 2 YCI.J) = SF ( J ) 7 ( V ( I , J ) -V ( I . J ) ) / 1 00'' .
29 1 CONTINUE
C LOCATION 1 Y a A+ BX WHERE Y IS THE DEFLECTION AND X IS THE LOAD
C TO FINO The LINEAR REGRESSION OF DEFLECTI ON ON LOAD AT EACH
30 CALL LINE tM,X.Y ,A.B.SD) ,
------ C~... "S' IS THE* SLOPE- EXPRESSED* AS CTTNHAR— DEFLECTION ' IN/tlE*
31 PRINT,* •
32 PRINT,'LOAD VS DEFLECTION I TC DEFLECTION 9 CINCHES)*
3 3    _,.CQ I.- I s l.N _  ,
34 PRINT ll.XI t),(Y( I , j ), j a I , 9) ' " .*
35 ID CONTINUE
36 PRINT,* •
3 7_ PRINT 12.(At I), 1 = 1.9)
38 PRtNT 13.(B< I ), 1= 1 .9)
39 11 FORMAT (• •,F6.I.10X.9F11.6)
4C 12 FORMAT (• *.'INTERCEPT A a *,2X,9E11.3)
4 1   13 FORMAT (• *, 'SLOPE O = '.2X,9Elt.3)
C REDEFINE B, SLOPECUNIFORM DEFLECTION) FOR EACH LOCATION, AS MATRIX
C W
C DISPLACEMENTS ARE CONSIDERED POSITIVE DOWNWARD
C . MOMENT ARE CONSIDERED POSITIVE WHEN PRIMARY CURVATURE IS CONVEX UPWARD
42 DO 3 I = 1,9
43 3 W (I) = - B (I)
44 PRINT 14,(«(I).1=1.9)
43 14 FORMAT (■-*,AOX, 'LINEAR DEFLECTION .W IN/LB•/ 17X.9E 1 I .3)
C LENGTH OF HALF CHORD OF A CURVATURE. AA = 6 IN.
7 IN.
C eENCING MOMENT . MO = p*L/e.
C l e n g t h  o f  h a l f CHORD OF A CURVATURE. AA =
46
c
MOaAL/(8 . «BW ) 
DETERMINATION 1OF CURVATURES
c K I - CURVATURE 1-2-3 AT POINT 2
c <2 - CURVATURE 4-5-6 AT POINT 5
c <3 - CURVATURE 7-8-9 AT POINT 8
c K 4 - CURVATURE 1-4-7 AT PO INT"*4
c <5 - CURVATURE 2-5-b AT POINT 5
c K6 - CURVATURE 3— 6— 9 AT POINT 6
c K7 - CURVATURE 1-5-9 AT POINT 5
c K8 - CURVATURE 3-5-7 AT POINT S
47 K ( 1 ) a ( W< 2 ) - ( W( 1 ) + W(3))/ 2 . >*2.XA4**2
48 K ( 2 ) = <w< 5) - ( W< A ) + W<6 ) >/2.
49 <13) = (». 1 3 ) - 1 W ( 7 ) + *19)1/2.)«2./A**»?
5!) < ( 4 ) = < W ( 4 ) - ( W < 7) + w < 1))/2.)*2./AA»»2
5 1 K ( t> ) = (W(S) - ( W ( 8) + W<2) )/2. )*Z./AA**Z
52 < (6) = ( » 1 6 ) - (W (9) ■* W( J ) )/2. )»2./AA**2
53 K ( 7 ) = < W(5 ) - IW(l) *  W<9)) / 2 . A A » * 2
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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“ 54 K ( *2 J a ( M S )  - tw(7> + w( J ) )/2. )*2./( 44**2 1/2.
C DETERMINATION OF ELASTIC CONSTANTS SXX, SXY, SYY
55 CO 4 I * 1.6
56 4 SX ( I ) a K(I) /MO
  57 SXXI I I )*tSX( I)4SXC2)+SX(31)/3.
58 SXY(It)a(SX( 4)-.SX(5)-*-SX(6>>/3.
59 IOC PRINT50.SXXI I I I ♦ SXY( I I >
60 55 FORMAT!•-*.*AVERAGE VALUES*/' S X X a *.El5.6/* SXYa«,E15.6)
bl ~ OXaSXX!2)/!S X Y ( 1 ) *SXY(2 >-SXX( 1 )*SXX(2 > )
62 OYrSXX!1)/!S X Y ! 1)*SXY!2 )-SXX! I) *SXX!2 J 1
63 PR INT5I.DX.DY
64 51 FORMAT! * — * . 'BEND!NG .RIGIDITIES'/* DXa*,ElS-6/* DY=*,E15.6)
 68-- STOP.............. ..........
66 END
67 SUBROUTINE LINE (N ,X ,Y .A .B. S O )
C
c m e t h o d  of l i n e a r  r e g r e s s i o n
c
68 O I MENS ION X(40).Y(40.4~),A( a C).B(4C),5D(4C).EESUM14 5 >,C(4C>,E(45). 
CXXSLM!40),XYSUMI 40) ,YSUM!4 0) ,XSUMt4")
69 K = n
7? 00 1 I * l.K
71 XSUM! I) =■ 0 . r.
72 XXSUM{ I ) a 0.0
73 XYSLM! I ) * 5 .C
74 YSUM! I) s O.C ___________ ____________ _____
75 1 EESLM11) = C.C
76 CO 2 1 =  l.X
77 DO 2 J a t.N
7 B XSUM! I ) a XSUM(I) + Xtj)
79 Y S U M  I ) a YSUM! I ) + YtJ.I)
80 XYSUM111 a XYSUMtl) + X(J)*Y(J»I)
81 2 XXSLM(l) * XXSUM(I) + X(J>**2
82 DO 5 I a 1.9__________________________ ____
83 CIl) = N* x X S U M ! I > - XSUM! 1)4*2
84 A ! I ) = t YSUM ! I ) *XXSUM! t I > -XYSUM! I ) #XSLM! I ) )/C ! I )
85 B ! I ) = IN*XYSUMII) - YSUM!1)*XSUMI I ) )/CI 1)
8 6 5 CONTINUE
87 CO- 3 I = l.K ~
ea co 4 j a i .n
89 Eli) a YtJ.I) — I A t I J 4- 0(t)*XlJ>)
90 4 EESUM! I) a E E S U M (I) E(I)*»2 ...
91 3 SC(I) a SORT IEESu M! I )/N)
92 RETURN
93 END
SENTRY
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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C PROGRAM TC CCMD(jT= TORSINAL RIGIDITY (TWISTtNG TEST)
C SCALE FACTOR CF TRANSDUCER. SF IN/V
C I.CAD X LBS
C INPLT TRANSDUCERS READINGS, V MV
1 0 I MENS I ON VI (2C >,V2(2C) ,V 3 ( 2 C ).V 4 {2D > ,VS(20) ,V6(20) ,V7(20 ),V8(2C >,
CVSC 2C ) .Y I ( 2 C ).Y2 ( 2 C 1.Y 3 (20) .Y 4 (20) , Y5 (20 > . Y 6 (20).Y7(2C).Y8(20 ) . 
CYS(2<:>,x(2:),e(20),s<2ir)
2 RE4L FXY,KI,K 2 ,KA , K B ,KAVGAB
2 RE AC «N
a R E ac . (.<( I > . 1 = 1 .n >
5 REAC , (VI ! I) . 1 = 1 .N) .(V2( I) ,T=1 ,N) , (V 3 ( I) ,1 = 1 ,N ) . (V A ( I), 1=I,N ),
L (V5I I ) . 1=1,N >, (V 6 ( I > . 1=I,N ) , (V7(I),!H,NI,(VB( I),t=l.N).
C ( V*’ ( I ), 1=1 ,N)
£ PRINT 30
7 JO FCRkAT (• ' ,5CX , 'LOCATtCN'/18X, • 1• » I 3X , •2» . 6X,'3», 9X,'4>, 9X,'5'
C. OX . • t ■ ,I I X , •7 ' , 9 X . ' 8 • , 9 X . • 9 • )
P PRlNl.'LCAD VS VI TO V9 (MV/INCH-)'
9 CC IS I = l.N
1C PR INT 20,X( I ) . V 1 ( I ) . V2( I) ,V3( I) .VA(T ) ,V5(T ),V6( I),V7(I),V 8 ( I ),V 9 ( t
C )
It 2 C FCPFAT (• • ,F6. 1 .6X.9FI 1.2)
12 19 CONTINUE
C TO INITIALIZE s c a l e  FACTORS CF TRANSDUCERS (IN/V DC)
C TC INITIALIZE CEFLECTION IN INCH
13 S F i s . 1803
IA SF?r,1280
15 SF3* « 1 266
16 SF 4=.1222
17 SF 5=.12 30
IS SF 6= . 1 285
10 SF 7 s . 1 22 a
20 SFF=.l3e9
21 S F i r . U e ?
c TC EXPRESS T h e  DEFLECTIONS OBTAINED FRCP TRANSDUCERS rN Y IN.
22 CC I I = l.N
23 Y [ ( I >=SFl*(Vl I I)-Vl( 1 ) 1/1000.
24 Y2( I )=SF2*(V2( I )-V2I I ))XI000.
ZS Y3( I) = SF3*(V3t I )-V3( I ) )/IOCO.
26 YA I I >=SF4*(VAI I )-V4( 1 ) )/I ICO.
27 Y5( I )=SF5*(V5( I >-V5( 1 ) 1/1CCC.
23 Y6( I )sSF6*(V6t I )-VS( 1 ) )/1C00.
29 Y7( I )=Sr 7 a (V7( I )—V7(l ))/lCCC.
3c ve(n=sFe*tvs(i)-vs(i)i/iocc.
31 t Y 9 ( I ) = SFO*(V9( I )-V9( 1 ))/l000 .
C TC FIND THE LINEAR REGRESSION OF DEFLECTICN ON LOAD AT EACH
C LOCATION : Y = A+ 3X AHERE Y IS THE CEFLECT ICN AND X IS THE LOAD
32 CALL STLINE (N, X . Yl ,A!,01 ,S D 1 )
33 CALL STuINE (N , X , Y 2 .A2,B2 , S D 2 >
3* CALL STLINE IN.X ,Y 3,A3.e3.SD3)
35 CALL STLINE IN,X ,Y A ,A A ,K4 . SDA )
36 CALL STLINE IN,X.Y5.AS.E5.SD5)
37 CALL STLINE IN , X , Y 6 ,A6,R 6 ,S D 6 )
3 6 CALL STLINE ( N .X ,Y7,A7,B7 ,SD7 )
39 CALL STLINE (N,X,Y8,A8.B8,S08)
a : c a l l  s t l i n e  tn .x ,y >,A9 , e 9 . s o t >
4 1 PR IN T , • •
42 PRINT, «LCS0 VS DEFLECT ICN 1 TC DEFLECTtCN 9 (INCHES)'
42 CO I* I = 1 ,N
4 4 PRINT ll.X(I),Yl(l),Y2(t).Y3(t).YAIT),Y5(I),Y6(I),Y7(I).Y3(I),Y9(I
C)
45 1C C O M  INUE
46 PR INT . • *
47 PRINT 12.M ,A 2 .A3,A 4 ,45,A 6 .A 7 .AC.A9
48 PRINT 1 3.BI ,u2.P3 .34 ,H5 .36 .37 .B8.B9
4 9  1 1  F C R N A T  ( '  '  , F 6 .  1 . 1 ' X , 9 F I  1 . 6 )
51 12 FC'NAT (' INTERCEPT A = ',2X,*>E11.3)
51 13 FCRNAT (* '.'SLOPE B = • ,2X .RE 11•3 )
C REDEFINE 8. SLOPE(UNIFORM DEFLECTION) FOR EACH LOCATION. AS MATRIX
C REDEFINE LINEAR DEFLECTION W = -B
52 4 I = -tilC T «2 r -C.2
54 W 2 = -L3
5 a 4 4 .“ —DM
56 v* 5 a —  <;5
57 46 = -Cfc
58 %7 = — Cl 7
59 x S = — b6
6 C » 5 -  — Ci9
t i PR INT 1« > W ) , *2 . *3 . W4 , W5 , W6» V.7 , *8, W9
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6 2
63£465
66 
67 666 9 
7."
7 t 12
73
74
75
76
77 7e 
79
ac 
a i 62 e?
eo
es
86
e7
ee
69 
9 C 
9 t92
93
94
95
96
97
9P ' 
99 
IOC 
1C 1 ICO 
1C? 1C4 
1-5
ice
14 F O R M A T  ( ,A?x . 'LINEAR DEFLECT ION ,« IN/Le•/17X ,9EI 1.3)
C 25 TeRM [NAT ION CF CURVATURES
C LENGTH OF HALF CHCPD CF A CURVATURE. A A as HQ a 8 IN.
C KA - CURVATURE 3-5-7 AT PCI NT 5
C KB — CURVATURE 1-5-9 AT PCINT 5
C ACCORDING TO TIMOSHENKO, TWISTING FOMENT, MX Y = IP/21/2
C P IS THE LOAD
AA = t  .
ee = s.
MXv = : .25
w AC = »S - ( W7 ♦ W3)/2.
*50 = V.5 - ( *9 ♦ w 1 >/2.
KA * 2.*WAC/tAA*»2 + BH**2>
KB * 2.»'«BL)/(a a »*2 +■ BB ** 2 )
KA V C A S * IKA-KU)/ 2 .
C DETERMINATION FC TORS IN At. RIGIDITY
GH3 a o .AMXY/KAVGAB 
C * Y r O H V 6 .
K1 = IWS - (WA + W 6 )/ 2 . )*2./AA**2
K 2 = 1*5 - I W2 + wA)/2. >*2./5B*»2
CXYAPS = ABSIDXY)
PR INT , • •
PR INT , • *
PRINT. 'RESULTS*
PR INT ,'CLRVATURES K»
PR INT. 'TCRSICN»L RIGIDITY D X Y •
P R I M , '  '
PRINT IS. KA ,Ke .K1 .K2.DXYABS
15 FORMAT I'-',' KA = '.EI 5•6/' KB = '.E1S.6/' Kl = ',£15.6/' K2 «
* 1 , E 1E •6/' DXY* ',E 15.6/)
STCF
END
SUBROUTINE STLINE ( N , X . Y . A , B. SO )
C
C METHOD CF LINEAR REGRESS IGN
C
CIMENSICN X I 2 C ) .Y{22),E(2C )
xxsum * :.
XYSUM B U . G  
YSUM = r .
XSUM * F.O 
EESUM * C.C 
CC 1 1 = l.N
XSUM = XCUM + X(I)
YSUM = YSUM Y(I)
XYSUM * XYSUM + XI I )*Y( I)
1 XXSUM = X X SUM ♦ X( I )**2
C CALCULATE t h e  i n t e r c e p t  a a n c  t h e  s l o p e  H CF Th e STRAIGHT l i n e
C * VAXXSUM ' XSL'M**? "
A = IYSUMAXXSUM - X YSUM *XSUM)/C 
c = IN*XYSUM -  XSUM*YSUMJ/C 
CC 2 I * l.N
Eli) * Yfl) — IA ♦ B ♦ X I I ) )
2 EC SUM * EESUM ♦ EI I )**2
EC s SORTIEESUM/N)
RETURN
E N2
SENTRY
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VITA _AUC10RIS 
SAIISH. KUMAR BADI
Horn oni 16th. of April im Hoshiarpur,,
India.
Completed, secondary school education 
attending different schools including 
St.. Paul*s School, Palampur (India) 
and was awarded merit scholarship.
Graduated with. Bachelor of Science in 
Civil Engineering ftom University of 
Delhi, Delhi, India.
In June,, graduated from Punjab Univer­
sity, Chandigarh, India, with a M-Sc. 
degree in Structural Engineering.
Joined the National Industrial Development 
Corporation, New Delhi, India, as a 
Junior Design Engineer.
Enrolled as a graduate student to 
pursue a Master*s degree in. Civil 
Engineering at the University of Windsor, 
Winds or, Ontario, Canada.
Int March, appointed as an Assistant 
Design Engineer with Detroit Water 
Foard,. Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A..
In September,, joined as a Research 
Engineer in the Structural Analysis 
Department of Ford Motor Company,
Dearborn, Michigan, U.S.A.
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